The importance of Ergonomics for Dental Medicine Procedures in the Triad Position: The Patient, the Dentist, and the Surgical Microscope
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Abstract: Ergonomics is an autonomous science that studies the interaction of the human body with the working environment constituent factors where it is integrated. Its perspective is from the final analysis the elaboration of guidelines, with the objective of eliminating anti-anatomical postures and non-productive movements at work, preventing or extending the physical and mental fatigue limits of the worker, and preventing the onset of signs and symptoms of diseases, thus contributing to better professional performance. In dentistry, as in other fields of medicine, initially work with the surgical microscope presents as main difficulty the ergonomics issue. About 77% of the dentists that use surgical microscope pointed out that when started using microsurgical techniques, achieving good ergonomics of the triad position for dental procedures, which results from the obtainment of the dentist correct body position relative to the microscope, to the patient, and to the operative field at the same time, was the main difficulty. A work performed by a team accustomed to use the surgical microscope is quickly and safely performed, without excessive and unnecessary physical wear, promoting in the patient a sense of security in relation to the professionals and achieving excellent results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Empirically, man has always sought ways to adapt the environment to his needs, such as creating and adapting different instruments to his anatomical characteristics. Ergonomics as an autonomous science appeared during the Second World War period. The word ergonomics results from combining the words ergos (work) and nomos (law), and it is the science that studies the interaction of the human body with the working environment constituent factors where it is integrated. [1] Currently the concept of ergonomics is defined as “the science that aims to fit the human being with his work environment in a comfortable and productive way, adapting the working conditions to man’s anatomical and physiological characteristics.” [2] It is concerned with the body biomechanics, trying to understand in detail all the movements performed by the professional, and how its poor development may affect the body. Its perspective is from the final analysis the elaboration of guidelines, with the objective of eliminating anti-anatomical postures and non-productive movements at work, preventing or extending the physical and mental fatigue limits of the worker, and preventing the onset of signs and symptoms of diseases, thus contributing to better professional performance. [3-8] In dentistry, as in other fields of medicine, initially work with the surgical microscope presents as main difficulty the ergonomics issue. About 77% of the dentists that use surgical microscope pointed out that when started using microsurgical techniques, achieving good ergonomics of the triad position for dental procedures, which results from the obtainment of the dentist correct body position relative to the microscope, to the patient, and to the operative field at the same time was the main difficulty. [9-27] The other two major problems referred by those dentists were: 1) the fine or meticulous manipulation and 2) the structure details perception. Aiming to solve or minimize these problems, and
to understand more about the dentist’s limitations and capabilities when working under magnification systems, six main areas of research in surgical microscope ergonomics have been developed, namely, 1) the visual perception, 2) the tremor control and fine or meticulous manipulation development, 3) the biomechanics’ motions of the hand and the arm, 4) the skills acquisition process, 5) the neutral body posture and 6) the microsurgery instruments design. [28] Visual perception is assumed to be a pillar of microsurgery technique since the visual function overlaps to the kinetic function. All the work will be developed in a very small surgical field where tactile sense becomes less useful for the control of procedures to be undertaken. At the beginning the movements performed under the magnification system are much slower than those without it due to the necessity to acquired newly skills. [24,43,44] The tremor control is fundamental for a good microsurgery technique. Tremor is physiological in all subjects, being a phenomenon processed at the spinal cord level and directly related to the development of so-called fine or meticulous manipulation. [25,29-37] According to Voigt (1963) [25], the physiological tremor is characterized by a 0.5 to 3.0 mm amplitude and by a 7 to 30 vibrations/second frequency. However, it may be modified by various factors which may or may not be controlled by the dentist. Three types of tremor can be considered, namely, 1) short-term (influenced by the direction of the motion to be developed, which may be more or less stabilized in accordance with the technology that support its development), 2) median-term (which can be influenced by several parameters such as the training level, the individual experience, or even the consumption of substances like caffeine, nicotine, or alcohol), and 3) long-term (which results from factors that cannot be reversed by the dentist, such as the age and health status). [38-41] The biomechanics’ motions of the hand and the arm has been widely studied, since it relates to the ability to develop with precision, complex motions types during microsurgery, learning and improving techniques of how to handle the skills acquisition capacity. Skills acquisition was defined by Glencross in 1977 as the ability in learning making patterns of highly advanced movements in order to achieve excellent results. The skills acquisition process is divided into three phases or stages: 1) coding, 2) temporal organization and 3) hierarchical organization. [42,43] Coding, is the phase in which the individual will learn to associate a certain movement with a specific result. The temporal organization, is an intermediate stage in the skills acquisition process, and is the ability of the individual to relate the encoded movements seized during the first phase to a rhythmic sequence allowing for errors correction in real time. Finally, the hierarchical organization stage, results from a sequence’s combination of rhythmic movements developed in accordance with a comprehensive global strategy of work. Prolonged work under high magnification systems like surgical microscope, requires by the dentist the develop of a good body posture, which should be neutral. The dentist should be positioned with the vertebral column straight; the seat height should be adjusted to allow the elbow joint to stay at the working area level, the arms must stay along the trunk, and the forearms and hands must be fully supported in order to decrease the tremors. [43,44]


In 1980, Marquart stated that working, whether standing or sitting, is not synonymous with working in a rational or ergonomic manner. According to Harbor (1991) [25], faster body movements on a smaller scale should be preferred, and unnecessary movements should be eliminated or delegated to another person. In 1994, Saquy and Pécora [25] concluded that the ideal posture to work with the surgical microscope was with an average slope of the spine in the anteroposterior direction, in order to wear the supporting muscles less. In 1997, Rubinstein and Kim [57] stated that the ideal working position is one that results from a position combination of the patient, the microscope and the dentist. Achieving a balance between the patient’s head, the chair, the microscope, the hardware accessories, the lights, and the dentist will achieve what is known as the optimum or correct working position for the triad, which always may present some variations according to the type of procedures to be done. Avoiding vicious body postures that require relevant static work or forces (particularly of the shoulder and back), and promote in the dentist the idea that carrying out the tasks preferably in the sitting position and as close as possible to the body is always desirable. [8,12,15,17,20,22,26,45,46]

2.1 The Patient

The patient should be positioned varying from a slight supine to a Trendelenburg position, so that the working region being as close as possible to the surgical microscope. The head should be supported at the centre of the headboard in order to ensure greater comfort and less strain on the neck muscles.
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(using head positioners or even pads that change the head angle position assumed in the chair), and allowing the dentist to conduct the patient’s head movements. In addition, the patient’s head position can be further adjusted by using the horizontal and vertical control buttons of the chair, allowing to control the relative distance to the microscope. To perform procedures in the maxilla and in the mandible the most suitable positions for the head placement are those usually adopted in daily work; i.e., the occlusal plane perpendicular to the ground for the maxilla procedures, and the occlusal plane parallel to the ground for the mandible procedures. [45-48]

2.2. The Surgical Microscope

The surgical microscope should be positioned in the room enabling the dentist to use it with just one hand, quickly and with a single manoeuvre, in order to get it in line with a perpendicular axis to the tissues where the dentist will work. A good guidance for this is to establish an imaginary line in which the dentist gets a direct view of the surgical field, then positioning the surgical microscope along this same imaginary line. In addition, it is possible to select lower slopes of 20° in the optics, which allow an increase of the surgical field image. [45-48] To work with the surgical microscope in the maxilla with indirect vision, the patient should be slightly inclined with the chin up, and the light microscope should be focused on the dental mirror in order to be reflected onto surgical surfaces. To work in the anterior teeth block of the maxilla, is it recommended that the microscope head be slightly tilted away from the vertical axis, angling up toward the crown to the apex of the teeth. This angle will alleviate the overlapping effect of the instrumentation in use, allowing the tips of these to be fully under direct vision and control. The retraction of soft tissue in the posterior region is hampered by the presence of the zygoma. [23,28,45-48,50,55] When the work is developed in the anterior block of the mandible, the teeth that comprise it are easily seen with direct vision if the dentist takes a position of 12 hours in a frame clock in relation to the patient. Indirect vision with a mirror provides an accurate lingual or vestibular orientation. The light microscope should be represented by a perpendicular line to the vestibular teeth surfaces. In this arcade, the position that offers the least difficulty in surgical microscope work is the molar occlusal view. Also, some peculiarities of the region require some considerations, namely: 1) the parallel positioning of the cortical bone relative to the ground may not be possible to achieve, because it requires in many cases that the patient recline the head to an uncomfortable angle, 2) certain desirable angles can be compromised by the limitations of the reflection phenomenon and also by the required angle to the patient head, and 3) the posterior soft tissues retracting is hampered by the presence of the external oblique ridge. [23,28,45-48,55,56]

2.3. The Dentist

The ergonomic dentist associated with the use of the surgical microscope is to determine whether the work will be performed with direct or indirect vision of the surgical field, which implies changes in the surgical microscope position, if there is a need to focus the image directly or with the aid of mirrors. Preferably the work should be developed with direct vision, allowing the light to be perpendicular to the plane, contrary to what happens when the dentist works with indirect vision, where the light must be perpendicular to the mirror plane. The dentist should always assume a location behind the patient’s head, with an orientation between 9 and 12 o’clock frame, sitting on a bench or adjustable chair, with his head slightly tilted, back straight, parallel shoulders, arms and elbows close to the body, passively bent in a neutral angle of 90°, thighs parallel to the ground, and feet apart and fully supported on the ground so that the large muscle groups remain in equilibrium and at rest. [49,50] Recourse to a sitting posture is indicated for tasks requiring precision, lower energy costs, and to avoid unnecessary movements. The dentist’s chair must have at least five wheels, allowing it to form an angle between 105° and 110° between the dentist’s leg and thigh when seated, ensuring that it pelvis is tilted forward. This is important since the higher the achieved angle, the greater the compression of the return venous circulation. The chair seat’s dimensions should allow the dentist to sit without pressure on any region of the pelvis and thighs. The seat must be divided into two parts to assure a balanced position, presenting a horizontal portion with a 15 cm minimum length (the maximum distance between the ischial tuberosities and the back of the body) and a front anteroclinial angle of 20° in relation to the horizontal plane, which is considered optimal to support equal thighs. A slight inclination up to 6° to 8° in an oblique position can be used to promote an active position with a required degree of lordosis. A steeper slope will result in a tendency for the dentist to
slide forward. The maximum seat depth should be 40 cm, the width 40 cm to 43 cm, and the height of the lumbar support 12 cm to 30 cm in length, to not exceed the iliac crest level. The lumbar support can be vertically adjustable between 17 cm and 22 cm, and up to 24 cm for very tall dentists. Otherwise, it will inhibit free arm movements. The maximum seat height may vary between 47 cm and 63 cm from the ground (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{51-53} All the chair or bench margins should be rounded. Some chairs have incorporated arms favouring the dentist’s forearms and elbows, ensuring that the hands do not deviate from the nuclear-centric position, since it is that which will provide greater dexterity and better control in micro-movements, while limiting fatigue and strain. The vertical position taken by the dentist allows him to get space for his legs under the patient chair, and the fact that it can be raised or lowered helps the dentist to keep a stable neutral body posture. Correct ocular selection is also critical, as it will affect the correct position of the surgical microscope. They will enable the dentist to have an optimal view of the tooth, even though in some cases it is necessary to use indirect vision. The dentist should not divert his eyes from the oculars, in order to avoid needing to redevelop the visual accommodation process. Similarly, he should not withdraw his hands from the surgical field to access instruments and consumables; these must be placed in his hands by the dental assistant in the position that will be used. \textsuperscript{[45-48,54,57]}
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**Figure 1.** Representation of the dentist work ideal chair covering the measures and angles required to ensure good ergonomics during all procedures performed, allowing less fatigue and getting better performance by the professional.

3. CONCLUSION

The surgical microscope work requires from the dentist a long learning curve. The work should be developed slowly in order to avoid undue trauma to the regional tissues, preserving to the maximum the native tissues and reducing the risk of iatrogenic injuries. The ideal working posture results from a combination of the patient, the surgical microscope and the dentist position, achieving what is known as the working position for the triad. A work performed by a dentist familiarized with the use of the surgical microscope is quickly and safely performed, without excessive and unnecessary physical wear, promoting in the patient a sense of security in relation to the professionals and achieving excellent results in the dental procedures.
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